SpikeFast®
WVCO Railroad Division’s number one selling product, SpikeFast, is specifically designed to remediate wood ties. Performance tests commissioned by class one railroads indicate that SpikeFast outperforms wood plugs and foam in both lateral resistance and pullout resistance.

SpikeFast Benefits
SpikeFast has achieved high marks in tests such as spike insertion and withdrawal. The results indicated that SpikeFast’s withdrawal force is equivalent to that of un-spiked hardwood ties and nearly twice that of wood plugs and foam. SpikeFast has earned high results in lateral resistance testing. The testing showed a proven resistance of 20 percent higher than that of previously un-spiked hardwood ties. One gallon of this product can fill approximately 150 spike holes.

Where to use SpikeFast
- Wood crosstie spike holes – re-spike filled holes
- Tie remediation – bonds tightly to wood and seals out water
- Cracks and voids – penetrates and seals

What you can expect from SpikeFast
- Quick cure time
- Superior gauge holding
- Dynamic rail roll over
- Lateral resistance of 20%
- Easy to apply

Packaging
- 200 gallon tote
- 5 gallon pail
- Cartridge (450 ml)